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Grand Soleil 34- new built
Reference ID: 274

Displacement (Kg): 4900

Builder / Designer: Grand Soleil

Beam (mtr): 3.60

Model: 34 - 2021 (new built)

Draft (mtr): 2.17

: Skyron

Displacement (Kg): 4900

Year: 2021

Material: Vinylester

Location: Italy

Engine: Volvo Penta

Disclaimer
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of
the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject
to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.

Description
The mythical Grand Soleil 34 is a true legend: designed by Finot in the 1970s, has remained in production until the 1980's, with over
300 hulls made. Today, past and future meet in this restyling, based on the same concept as a small-big boat. Forms are more
modern, enhance performance and spaces, without sacrificing comfort and quality materials. The interior layout is divided in two
cabins; a large portside aft cabin and an owner cabin in the bow that can be transformed into a sail locker during race. Astern, on the
starboard side there’s a very spacey and high head and behind a wide storage cabin.

The Grand Soleil 34 is optimized for ORC and IRC racing, and is a very competitive club racer.

Features
Standard Single rudder or optional Twin rudders

Standard tiller or optional double wheels
Hull structure made with unidirectional and biaxial fabrics and carbon reinforcements, all
laminated internally to the hull
Standard stainless steel IRC keel blade with lead bulb, draft 7?, optional Shallow Keel option
IRC and ORC optimization options
Volvo Penta D1 20-18 hp engine with Saildrive

COMFORT & PERFORMANCE
The GS34 is aimed at owners who love fun, sportive cruising and offshore racing, and was inspired by the open ocean boats. Great
attention was put in the design and naval architecture process in order to create an offshore racing boat that is easy to sail at maximum
performance but at the same time a very comfortable fast cruiser. The new GS 34 Performance was designed for IRC handicap rating
in offshore race and for ORC with an optimized sail plan and appendages. In this way the boat can be competitive in both offshore and
inshore International regulations and with a great rating handicap.

MADE TO WIN
The hull geometry and appendages are the result of numerous Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and statistical analysis using Velocity Prediction
Programs (VPP) compared with various rating systems. These analysis has lead into a new generation of hull with a medium light
displacement for an optimal ratio between the different rating systems and between performance and sportive cruising.
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General
Yard Grand Soleil Forli Italia
Design team Skyron
Ballast 2200 kg

Media
Interview Happy GS34 owner Justtina in Afloat magazin
Vaartest van de Grand Soleil 34 Zeilen 11/2018.
Review in Seahorse magazine
Interview Happy GS34 owner Baby Grand

Some Palmares
Podracer : 2nd place in IRC 1 and a 4th place in IRC Overall, a 5th place in ORC 2 and 6th in ORC Overall 2019 Spi Ouest
France, Trinité-sur-Mer | September 2020
Cap Solidaires En Peloton ( (Grand Soleil 34 / Y C de Dinard), 2nd position IRC B
Ted Ruegg and the GS 34 in second place at the Annapolis Yacht Club Regatta in ORC2| October 2020
1st place in Middle Sea Race class ORC 6, 3rd place in IRC class 6 | October 2019
I ° class, I ° overall, I ° line honors at the Tag Heuer Vela Cup Capo d’Orlando | October 2019
1st Italian Offshore Championship | May 2019
1st place Overall Ranking @GS Cup Portopiccolo
2nd place IRC 1 and 4th place in IRC Overall, 5th place ORC 2 and 6th place in ORC Overall @Roma for all | April 2019
2nd place in ROME x 2 | 2018
3rd place ORC at 151 miles | 2018
2nd place in IRC Overall, 3rd place ORC Overall, 1st IRC and ORC at Palermo Montecarlo

General
Construction
The hull and deck are built in GRP sandwich using PVC foam of different densities; it consists of E-glass biaxial and unidirectional
reinforcements impregnated with vinylester resin inside a female industrial mold. Hull and deck are finished in gelcoat. The deck is with
antiskid. The
main bulkheads are made in composite materials and all the bulkheads are laminated to the hull.

Hull
Disclaimer
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The hull geometry and appendages are the result of numerous Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and statistical analysis using Velocity Prediction
Programs (VPP) compared with various rating systems. These analysis has lead into a new generation of hull with a medium light
displacement for an optimal ratio between the different rating systems and between performance and sportive cruising.
The particular geometry of the GS34 hull allows to have very powerful waterlines, hard-chine and a wide transom, which benefit sailing
downwind and when heeling. The wide stern ensures a great stability of form while providing a bigger space in the cockpit and inside.

Keel and rudder
The typical IRC fin shaped keel with a total draft of 2.18 mt is made of lead with steel and casting iron and weights between 40% to
45% of the displacement, depending on the owner’s need. The weight remains in the lower zone by moving the center of gravity of the
keel as low as possible.
The twin rudders are a suitable choice for this type of vessel and for the IRC rating system, while the tilted axes allow always an
effective helming and easy sailing.

Rigging
The mast is made of aluminum with high performance tapered profile 9/10 fractional rig, with two sweepback spreaders in order
to maximize jib roach, and a 9/10 forestay.
The standing rigging are attached to the shrouds chain plates which are located in the max hull beam, which allow to mount a
Jib (from 28 to 32 square meters) with a minimum overlap.
Dyform rigging
Dyneema backstay
Tuff luff

Accommodations
The interior layout is divided in two cabins; a large portside aft cabin and an owner cabin in the bow that can be transformed into a sail
locker during race.
Aft cabin with double bed, seat and wardrobe that can be closed off with door
On the starboard side there’s a very spacey and high head with toilet, shower and sink
Behind the head is a wide storage cabin.
The central dinette with a large dining table and seats can be easily transformed into extra berth during race or cruising with
extra guests.
Double bed in forecastle
The chart table that can be well equipped is placed on the starboard side
Interiors and floorboards in oak
Holding tank
Interior led lights
Water tank 120 lt"
Head with toilet, sink

GALLEY
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On the port side is the “L” galley
electric fridge 40 lt
2 burners stove with oven
St steel sink
Hot and cold running water

Deck and Cockpit
The deck design of the GS 34 resumes the lines and curves that characterize the entire performance range, with long windows and
wide stern that makes this Small Grand Soleil recognizable and appealing. The deck plan was studied for an easy singlehanded
sailing or shorthanded when cruising or racing.
The deck provides a steering tiller with a main sail track adjustable through a cascade, and is located towards the stern. This choice is
common for those who love offshore regattas with a reduced crew.
Harken deckhardware
2 primary winches for the Jib and Gennaker sheets are easily accessible from the helm station while the 2 halyards and
maneuvers winches can be used for the
Gennaker if necessary.
2 further winches are provided for the German system recessed under deck.
2x 3 stoppers
Tiller steering
Harken tracks with Genoa lead cars adjustable from the cockpit
2 Harken Radial Winches 23 STA for halyards
2 + 2 Harken Radial Winches 40 STA as primary winches and for German mainsheet system
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Viewing Arrangements
Due to the corona crisis and the varying locations of our yachts, we offer viewings of yachts for sale
anywhere in the world from the comfort of your own home. From live walk-throughs using tools such as
WhatsApp, Facetime or Zoom you can literally zoom in to every corner and check out every detail of the
decklayout, interior configuration, rig and the engine room.
During these guided tours, together with one of our brokers there is the opportunity to ask our brokers all
questions you have as when you make a real-life visit.
Together with our specifications, this package will give you a realistic impression of the volume, layout and
condition of the yacht and equipment.
After an online guided tour together with the package of information at hand, you can decide if you like to
see the yacht, or wish to send a surveyor to check the yacht.We hope to see you soon online or in real life
for a visit on the yacht of your dreams.

Team Racing-Yachts.com
T: +31 642444433
E: contact@racing-yachts.com
Opening Hours - 7 Days per Week

Wish to sell your yacht? We are always looking for boats for our clients.
Contact us for more information on the way we work.

Social Media Links
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